To the Editor,
We read with interest the recent article by Lin et al. [1] aimed to compare the diagnostic efficacy between CC-Cruiser a developed artificial intelligence (AI) platform [2] and ophthalmologists in real-world clinical settings in a randomized controlled trial (RCT). They concluded that CC-Cruiser had the capacity to assist doctors in clinical practice even though it showed less accuracy compared to senior consultants in diagnosing and making treatment decisions. However, we believe that the study design of the research could be improved by deeply considering the properness of using RCT.
The authors set a higher diagnostic accuracy for senior consultants than AI in the initial study design of sample size estimation, which meant they believed the performance of AI was not superior to that of senior experts. Even if the results of the study were positive, it would not be able to confirm the efficacy of AI and put it into "market." We recommend adopting a non-inferior design to confirm that AI is not inferior to seniors by setting an acceptable non-inferiority margin say 5% of diagnostic accuracy [3] . In the case where this condition is met and taking account of AI's advantages such as faster decision-making and lower-cost than seniors, if the non-inferiority was demonstrated, AI can be invested in the clinical settings where senior consultants are lacking. Further reading of the article identified an additional issue about study design that require attention. They reported that experts providing diagnosis were blinded to the group assignments to help prevent ascertainment bias. However, the study showed that the diagnostic accuracy from these experts were 4.1% higher than the estimated 95%. There might be a trial effect, that is, experts participated in this trial might be under pressure to "lose" against an AI and they would do their best to reflect their own level, which may be performed better than normal clinical practices. In this case, single arm diagnostic accuracy testing trial design would be more proper to identify the efficacy of AI by avoiding recruiting clinicians as a competing group.
Since the trend of including AI into clinical practices is massively increasing [4] and because Lin's study is one of the first published RCTs comparing the diagnostic efficacy of AI against experts, it will certainly have a far-reaching impact on future studies about AI tools. Well-designed phase 3 clinical trial is considered to be the final step for a drug or treatment being used in clinical practices. However, an inappropriate study design may prevent AI tools from further implementing in clinical practice. Therefore, we call for the improvement of study design and reporting guidelines of research about AI model implemented in clinical settings as soon as possible. AI:
Artificial Intelligence. RCT:
Randomized Controlled Trial. CC-Cruiser: Congenital cataracts-Cruiser.
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